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D
espite the global economy threatened 

once more by a new inflationary cycle, li-

vestock producers have resisted bravely 

after surviving the crisis of confidence triggered 

in 2008. The proof is that the optimism remai-

ned through keeping investments in production 

as well as implementation of newest technologi-

cal solutions (use of food additives, fine-tuning 

nutrition, etc.), despite this scenario that insists 

to challenge macro economic fundamentals 

dictated by usual relationship between supply 

and demand.
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AGRICULTURE INFLATION INDEX VA-

RIATION - January 2010 through January 

2011 (January 2010 = 100)
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T  
he production of animal feed in Brazil re-
gistered an increase of 5.3% in 2010. From 
January to December were produced 61.4 

million MT of feed that handled over $ 33 billion 
only in raw materials (excluding costs for packa-
ging, shipping costs and margins) and over 2.15 
million MT of mineral supplements.

FEED CONSUMPTION/2010 AND FEED 

DEMANDA/2011

* Forecast

Source: Brazilian Feed Industry Association
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FEED CONSUMPTION SHARE BY SPE-
CIES DURING 2010
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FEED COST BREAK DOWN
FEEDSTUFFS SHARE

Source: Brazilian Feed Industry Association

FEEDSTUFFS COST AND ADDITIVE 
IMPORTS DURING 2010 (U$ billion)
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MICRO INGRREDIENTS CONSUPTION/2010 AND PROJECTION/2011
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Despite having enough stock to supply do-
mestic consumption and export needs the 
curve of corn price in Brazil has followed 

an uptrend since July 2010. This leverage gained 
strength mainly because the assumptions of ex-
ternal origin, such the drop in wheat harvest by 
weather problems in Russia, the end stocks of 
grain that dropped year by year, the voracious 
appetite of China that in a few years will beco-
me a major importer of corn, the FAO’s alarmist 
predictions for a mankind explosion and growing 
consumption by 2050, and the strong movement 
of speculative investors seeking reliable and pro-
fitable assets towards future markets. 

INDEX VARIATION (January 2010 = 100)
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It is noteworthy this rampant curve of corn 
price affecting domestic landscape has jeo-
pardized the interchanged rings of the pro-

duction chain, from raiser to consumer, i.e., 
from farm to table. Too much pressure could 
be disastrous if it had caused enough gap for 
the inhibition of demand, since the purcha-
sing capacity of consumers has been tested 
at the point of retail and determined your level 
of loyalty to a particular meat or alternatively 
to replace it.

POULTRY

Poultry production has maintained robust 
growth, it added almost 9% in 2010 and 
consumed more than 30 million mt of feed. 

The overvaluation of local currency inhibited the 
amount of chicken exported which reached less 
than 5% and totaled 3.8 million tons and revenues 
of $ 6.8 billion.

Source: Sindirações
* Forecast

MACROINGREDIENTS CONSUPT

MONTHLY CHICKS HOUSING (million heads)
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Chicken´s price was anchored in the strong 
appreciation of beef that had a high of 
39% in the year, however the profitability 

of the producer was in part compromised by the 
cost of feed that increased significantly. Per capi-
ta demand for chicken in Brazil reached 43,5 kg 
in 2010 in response to production of 12.3 million 
MT.

POULTRY - INDEX VARIATION
(January/2010 = 100)
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For 2011 producers and exporters have 
projected a growth rate of about 3 to 5%, 
or 12.9 million tons. The Brazilian Supply 

Company envisions housing of 6.5 billion broiler 
chicks and the Brazilian Feed Industry Associa-
tion has estimated consumption of 31.8 million 
MT of chicken feed.

TION/2010 AND  PROJECTION/2011 
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LAYERS

Feed intake of laying hens remained stable 
and reached slightly over 4.8 million MT in 
2010 in response the housing of 78 million 

chicks for egg production (herd housed in 2009 
supposedly underestimated). High prices of corn 
and soybean meal to feed hens hurt the produ-
cer profitability, since the average price for eggs 
recorded the lowest value since 2007.

LAYER CHICKS HOUSING (million heads)

Source: Foundation for Poultry Science and Technology/APINCO. Adapted by Brazi-

lian Feed Industry Association 

Forecasts for 2011 follow with caution, since 
the flock of layers is 29% higher and pro-
duction cost remains quite high. The Brazi-

lian Feed Industry Association still has estimated 
a growth rate of about 3% and suitable to reach 
4.98 million MT of feed. 

BEEF CATTLE 

The sector of feed for beef cattle offset the 
accumulated losses in 2009 and produced 
just over 2.5 million MT and a growth rate 

of 6.8% in 2010. Since July there was an impro-
vement in the exchange ratio between live cattle 
and calves, but less than optimal. Production re-
ached 9,15 million tons and exports of beef got $ 
4.8 billion as well as shipments followed stability 
reaching 1,8 million tons.

EXCHANGE RATIO
(FEED LOT CATTLE AND CALF)
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The slaughter of cows in previous years, the 
decline in the rate of feed lots, the limited su-
pply of live cattle because of the extended 

drought, the imbalance in trade relations between 
calf raisers, cattle producers, feed lot enterprises 
and retail stores, rising domestic consumption 
and recovery of exports fueled the virtuous cycle 
of adjustments and leveraged the live cattle price 
during the peak season. 

INDEX VARIATION ON PRICE
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Forecast for 2011 is a 2.5% growth rate in 
the herd and slaughter activity as well as 
1.5% on the price along the year, despite 

the approach of the livestock cycle reversal. The 
Brazilian Feed Industry Association has estimated 
a 7% growth rate increase in food consumption 
that can reach 2,7 million MT. 

DAIRY CATTLE

Despite the growth of almost 5% on con-
sumption and 4,6 million MT of  dairy feed 
in 2010, it was not enough to offset decli-

ne found in the previous year. Nevertheless a 5% 
increase in production which exceeded 30 billion 
liters, the historical price of milk during the year 
was unusual and even fell down out the season. 
The long drought delivered poor quality pasture 
replaced by complete feed and concentrates in-
flated by the cost of corn and soybean meal that 
further impacted profitability of dairy producers.

MILK INDEX VARIATION
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For 2011 it is expected a 4.5% increase on 
milk production in response to domestic 
consumption, GDP growth rate and foreign 

demand. The Brazilian Feed Industry Association 
has estimated a production of 4.9 million MT of 
dairy feed, i.e. a growth of almost 6%.

HOGS

Despite the 9% growth in revenues from 
pork exports, the amount was only 540 
thousand tons. Production, in turn, rea-

ched 3,2 million tons and consumed 15,4 million 
MT of feed, because the stability found in the 
housing of breeder sows.

PORK PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS
(thousand tons)

Source: Brazilian Industry Association of Pork Production and Exports. Adapted 
by Brazilian Feed Industry Association

SWINE INDEX VARIATION
(January 2010 = 100)
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The opening of new markets such as United 
States, European Union and South Korea 
can put it back to historical levels. In 2011 

exports of pork can reach about 600 thousand 
tons. The domestic market already has consumed 
almost 15 kg/ capita and can keep growing. The 
Brazilian Feed Industry Association estimative is 
to produce 15,7 million MT of swine feed during 
2011, i.e. a modest growth of 2%. 

DOGS AND CATS

The production of food for dogs and cats 
grew 7% in 2010, reaching just over 2 million 
MT. The comfortable situation of the Brazi-

lian economy strongly correlated with high levels 
of consumer confidence and strengthened with 
higher incomes, certainly helped in the recovery 
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of this segment, since 44% of Brazilian househol-
ds have pets. Despite the large installed capacity 
for local production, only 45% of the population 
of dogs and cats in Brazil has been supplied with 
pet food. The heavy tax charge on products ne-
aring 50% continues to hamper access of million 
buyers to the consumer edge. During 2011 the 
supposed restrained inclusion increase of con-
sumers in the middle class sector has taken the 
Brazilian Feed Industry Association to estimate 
a 2% growth rate and production of only 2,12 
million MT of food for dogs and cats.

DOG AND CAT FOOD PRODUCTION
(thousand metric tons)

Source: Brazilian Feed Industry Association
*Estimative

FISH AND SHRIMP 

The demand for fish feed in 2010 was 345 
thousand MT and 15% growth. The demand 
of shrimp feed increased 5% and reached 

84 thousand MT. The consumption of aquatic or-
ganisms has reached 7 kg/capita and aquacultu-
re now accounts for 25% of the overall production 
of 1.2 million MT of fish, crustaceans, mollusks 
and other aquatic organisms. The Brazilian pro-
duction could reach 2 million tons in 2020, boos-
ted by favorable climate, availability of freshwater, 
coastal extension and million hectares of wetlan-
ds and reservoirs. The vigorous and progressive 
development of aquaculture will offset decline in 
fisheries production that nowadays has much of 
its activity already explored and exhausted. The 
Brazilian Ministry of Fisheries and Aquaculture 
has set target to increase consumption to 12 kg/
capita. The Brazilian Feed Industry Association 
estimative is to produce 489 thousand MT of feed 
for fish and shrimp, a growth of 14% during 2011. 

BRAZILIAN AQUACULTURE PRODUCTION 
(thousand tons)

* Forecast
1007 through 2002 (data not available for feed)
Source: FAO (aquaculture production). Adapted by Brazilian Feed Industry As-
sociation
Source: Brazilian Feed Industry Association (feed production)

FORECASTS FOR 2011 AND CONSIDE-
RATIONS 

Prices may remain pressured by the hypo-
thetical influence of rain delaying or even 
hindering the collection and shipment of 

soybean crops in Brazil and Argentina; by the 
amazing appetite of China that in a few years will 
become a major importer of corn and the alarmist 
predictions of FAO for a mankind explosion and 
growing consumption by 2050. 

INDEX VARIATION (February 2010 = 100)

* Estimative
Source: Applied Economic Research Center/CEPEA. Adapted by Brazilian Feed In-
dustry Association
 

It is also important to be aware in regard to agri-
cultural market movements that can continue 
to suffer from the extreme volatility caused by 

investors who took up the interest in commodities 
due to the abundant global liquidity, tiny econo-
mic growth and monetary expansion in the United 
States, in addition to signs of inflation increase in 
China. 

POULTRY – INDEX VARIATION
(February 2010 = 100)

 
Source: Agriculture and Livestock Advice Center/JOX (live bird price)
Source: Brazilian Feed Industry Association (hypothetical poultry feed cost)

SWINE – INDEX VARIATION
(February 2010 = 100) 

Source: Sao Paulo Hog Raisers Association/SPCS
Source: Brazilian Feed Industry Association (hypothetical swine feed cost)
*Estimative

GROWTH FORECAST (million MT)

Source: AGE/MAPA - Adapted Sindirações
Source: Brazilian Feed Industry Association (Feed)

The Brazilian production of feeds throughout 
2011 will depend mainly because the gro-
wth of poultry and swine industries that has 

been affected by the performance of exports, sin-
ce domestic consumption records have set fairly 
similar to those of developed countries. 
The feed industry is highly influenced by deci-
sions and purchasing power of consumers and 
their requirements in relation to supply and food 
safety. The Brazilian Feed Industry Association, in 
turn, will continue to promote the economic, so-
cial and environmental sustainability of the animal 
protein production chain, since its mission is to 
be the voice of the animal feed industry, building 
an appropriate as well as competitive environ-
ment and contributing to food production insu-
rance, advocating ethics in business, fair trade, 
equality and regulatory efficiency, always making 
decisions based on scientific evidence. It would 
be advisable that the Government takes the initia-
tive to control public spending in order to drop the 
real interest rate and to low taxes, so the private 
sector could invest more to become the Brazilian 
products most competitive on the international 
scenario. 

Sindirações, Brazilian Animal Feed Industry Association was es-
tabilished in 1953 and is currently the main representative of the 
Brazilian industry suppliers of feedstuffs, premixtures, feed supple-

ments and livestock feed. Established in Sao Paulo and operating in the 
FIESP building, the entity brings together around 150 members represen-
ting more than 80% of the commercial market in feed and it´s a member 
of IFIF - International Feed Industry Federation and FEEDLATINA - Latin 
America and Caribbean Feed Industry Association, as well.

Av. Paulista, 1.313 - 10º andar
Cjs 1050/1060  - Cerqueira César
Cep: 01311-923 - São Paulo - SP
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